Cyberstar, LLC

Guiding You to a Brighter IT Solution

WHO WE ARE
Cyberstar, LLC, headquartered in Austin, TX, is a Small Disadvantaged Business (SDB) and a wholly-owned subsidiary of Chenega Corporation, an Alaska Native Corporation (ANC). Cyberstar operates as a part of Chenega’s Military, Intelligence, and Operations Support (MIOS) Strategic Business Unit (SBU). We aim to analyze and boost human and business performance through the implementation of business process redesign and information technology (IT) modernization to include data analytics and cloud computing.

At Cyberstar, we offer an alternate solution to improving the quality and effectiveness of business operations. In an ever-changing economy, Cyberstar helps companies better read and understand their market data through the synchronization of process innovation, human dynamics, analysis, and the integration of data technology capabilities, to ensure functional optimization in their business.

CAPABILITIES
Cyberstar possesses big business capability at small business value due to our efficiency and responsiveness. We provide a face to face local presence but resources to pull from our nationwide group of experts from our MIOS Business Unit.

- Center analytics on intuitive reporting and real-time dashboards with artificial intelligence.
- Extend technical support in optimization, reporting, custom transactions, role mapping, training, logistics, user management, and help desk.
- Underproven process studies to increase efficiency through innovative IT Solutions.
- Provide data driven results that are user-centric, collaborative, and secure.
- Create flexibility, agility, and efficiency in current operations through data access at your fingertips in a secure cloud.
Promoting and Preserving Our Chenega Heritage

100% of our profits go back to our native shareholders by reinvesting in the company for future growth as well as:

**Health:** Chenega is dedicated to sustaining the wide spectrum of benefits that further enhance shareholders’ quality of life, including life insurance, Health& wellness programs, substance abuse treatment programs, burial and bereavement benefits, faith–based programs, and community programs.

**Community Preservation:** Chenega Heritage is a 501(c)(3) nonprofit, funded in part by Chenega Corporation. Chenega Heritage promotes and preserves the cultural heritage of the Native community of Chenega and the Prince William Sound region.

**Education & Employment:** Chenega gives back through internships, youth outreach and career/life preparation, scholarships for college, vocational programs, stipends for apprenticeships and certification, career counseling, and employment assistance.

**Economic & Homeland Development:** Chenega manages and administers support to the village council and improves village and lands access to improve the overall economic well–being of our village and people.

**Chenega Future:** Chenega Future, Inc. is a nonprofit, wholly–independent foundation established and funded by Chenega Corporation, and focuses on educational and training opportunities for Chenega shareholders, spouses and descendants.

THE CHENEGA ADVANTAGE

**Technical Certifications:**
- ISO 9001:2015 certified
- A “Top Workplace” in 2019 by The Washington Post
- A 2020 Military Friendly and Military Spouse Employer

**Financial Stability:**
- Line of credit of more than $200 million

**Fully Cleared:**
- Nearly 80% of Chenega personnel maintain active government security clearances

**Project Administration & Cost Control:**
- DCAA-approved financial management system. Program controllers are assigned to each contract for more dedicated cost and budget project controls

THE CYBERSTAR ADVANTAGE

**Local Presence, National Reach:**
- 20–years of experience in Central Texas
- Past performance in with Federal clients in Washington DC, and nationwide

**Extensive Teaming Network:**
- Extensive reach, mentorship, and shared capabilities with well known companies and access to all MIOS subsidiaries and resources

**Small Business Public Sector Leadership:**
- Leadership has over 10–years of experience in the federal arena and has won multiple contract awards as a small disadvantaged business

**Multifaceted Technology Implementation Experience:**
- Have experience in the technology development process in every phase

Contact Us:
Anil Patel | President
anil.patel@chenega.com
(c) 1.512.775.2645
www.chenegacyberstar.com